Special and preventive exercises for hamstring muscles in the training process of experienced football players
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Abstract

Background and Study Aim In-depth analysis of electrical activity of certain muscles in athletes contributes to improvement in the technique of physical actions. Hamstring muscles are an important factor for making physical actions by experienced football players. The purpose of the study consisted in substantiation for factors of optimization of physical capacity to work in experienced football players.

Material and Methods The study involved 20 experienced football players (n=20, aged 18-33, the period of going in for football > 10 years). We used equipment of M-TEST computer electromyography device manufactured by research and development enterprise DX-Systems (Kharkiv, Ukraine). The maximum bioelectrical activity (MBA) of m. biceps femoris, m. semitendinosus and m. semimembranosus, which are hamstring muscles (HM), depending upon the angle of applied effort. The study was conducted with positions of the lower leg at angles of 180°, 165°, 145° and 125°. We used two-way analysis of variance and regression analysis. The fact that the distribution was normal was checked by Shapiro-Wilk W test.

Results Conditions for manifestation of the maximally effective realization of contractile abilities of HM were determined. Positions of the body and lower extremities for the largest overlaying of myofilaments in sarcomeres of HM were determined. Conditions of using external movement-disorganizing influence for HM were revealed. Models for special activity of experienced football players were systematized.

Conclusions HM will manifest their MBA in case of the coaxial position of the trunk and lower extremities. The angle of the lower leg position, equal to 180°, is the optimum one for the maximum overlaying of sarcomeres in the above muscles. Exercises with a component, which destabilizes the body position, are the most effective ones for realizing contractile abilities of HM.
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Introduction

The dynamics of team sports involve contraction of most muscles in the locomotor apparatus [1, 2]. These conditions necessitate development of effective preventive methods of training with integrated optimization of all its components [3, 4, 5]. One of these components is based on a thorough analysis of the essence of contractile abilities of the muscle with respect to the angle of applied effort [3]. Therefore, it is necessary to investigated diarticular hamstring muscles (HM) that flex the knee, extend the thigh and regulate the athlete’s body movement forwards.

In jumps, preservation of the body position during a contact with an opponent or performance of technical element the high-priority task consists in maintaining the vertical body position [6, 7, 8]. The above elements mostly engage muscles of the back and hamstring ones, which create powerful extending pulls [3, 7, 9].

The contractile ability of HM is interrelated with a change in the position of adjacent joints [6]. Hence the question arises concerning their relationship with location of the lower extremity segments and trunk. It is necessary to study the ability to maintain an intended body position (posture) in the structure of performance of a certain technical element in optimum conditions for manifestation of force [10]. Maintenance of the constant posture is only an individual case of positional activity of muscles [10, 11]. Usually, in the process of specific activity of football players there is a change of their postures, transition from movement to some or another posture, each time engaging HM [12, 13]. Each such case places its demands on the initial position, conditions of a technical element [14]. It precedes the moment of posture fixation, maintenance (restoration) of the body balance [3, 15].

In team sports, a single technical element
can be regarded as a complete movement [16]. A systemic structural analysis makes it possible to isolate parts of a technique, its elements in time, which are called phases [1, 4]. The preparatory, basic (working) and final phases are separated with a proper redistribution of the emphasis of physical effect on a certain muscular area. The basic phase is aimed at solution of the movement task of the given technique [15, 14, 16]. During its final phase the football player tries to take up a stable initial position of balance. The latter is provided by isotonic muscular contraction required for further actions [3, 17, 18].

At present, detection of the position of the above segments becomes the element, which requires a thorough study. Gordon et al., Zatsiorsky and Verkhoshansky examined the relationship between the force and the muscle length. They noticed that it was the maximum one with a certain average length [10, 11, 19]. They simultaneously registered the sarcomere length, force of pull and overlaying of actin-myosin filaments. The largest overlaying of the above areas was accompanied by the maximum manifestation of force. A certain average length, with which contractile components of the muscle can manifest their maximum effort, is called the "length of rest" [10, 11].

It becomes an urgent problem in the professional sport to conduct studies for revealing localization of an effort on a certain muscle area or for generalized action on their group. Dependence upon the initial position (the initial angle and lever) of a movable segment is a significant component [3, 10]. As far as further researches are concerned, it becomes necessary to choose a set of special exercises for practical realization of results of this study and coordinate with the general structure for training qualified football players as special and preventive means [3, 15]. The above conditions for using special exercises will be essential in the structure of optimization of the level of technical fitness too.

The aim of study. Scientific-methodological substantiation of force factors for optimization of physical capacity to work in experienced football players by data of interference electromyography (IEMG) of HM. Development of sets of exercises, regulation of conditions for their use.

**Materials and methods**

**Participants**

The study involved 20 experienced football players (n=20, aged 18-33, the period of going in for football > 10 years). We received informed consent for participation in the experiment.

**Research Design.**

The study was aimed at detection of the optimum angle in the position of the lower leg for manifestation of MBA of HM in the exercise “knee flexion in prone position”. Interference electromyography was used. The study was performed with help of an M-TEST computer electromyography device manufactured by research and development enterprise DX-Systems (Kharkiv, Ukraine) and intended for registration and analysis of electromyograms (EMG). Ag/AgCl Skintact Easitab RT34 electrodes, which have an adhesive base, were used.

Immediately before making our examination we conducted warming up on an ellipsoid stair stepper. It lasted 10 minutes with a gradual increase of loading from 30 to 120 W at a rate of 80 steps per minute. Then there was a rest for 5 minutes with doing exercises for development of flexibility.

We used electrodes with an arbitrary interelectrode distance. The fastening of the active electrode was provided in the muscle innervation area (over the belly of muscle), in the projection of the movement area. The reference electrode was in the proximal area of the tendon part.

The ground electrode was placed in the lower third part of the opposite lower leg and connected to the proper terminal on the electrode panel of the electromyograph. The advance speed of the "chart" was 200 mm·s⁻¹. Amplification (displayed amplitude) of the signal was 5 mV-cm⁻¹ with the current value of deviation rate equal to 40 ms·cm⁻¹. The current value of an increase of deviations was equal to 0.9 mV·cm⁻¹.

The angle in the position of a movable segment was determined on the basis of its previous measuring on a mechanical training machine and with help of photogoniometry. In the process of our study we processed electromyograms during 5-second manifestation of the maximum effort followed by a rest for 1-1.5 minutes.

The task was performed with an ability to regulate the angle and the lever of counteraction (by changing the angle of knee flexion) alternately with the right and left legs. It was envisaged to perform the exercise with the position of the extended foot, the toe being in the plane parallel to the sagittal one. The study used angles of 180°, 165°, 145° and 125° (Fig. 1).

The initial position was regulated by design features of the training machine (thigh position at its flexion angle equal to 35°).

The coaxial location of the pelvic girdle segments and trunk with the vertical body position is caused by the content of a special component [3]. This condition can be modelled on the basis of special exercises. Two following blocks are envisaged.

Block 1: the horizontal body position. Its basic elements include rear lying, rear lying with forearm support and legs resting on an unstable structure (Fig. 2a). The element of swinging with the other extremity is regarded as an additional component,
which disorganizes maintenance of the position. In these positions the basic element of physical effect consists in counteraction of the muscles, which keep the horizontal position of the body [14].

Block 2: the vertical body position with performance of a certain technical element in conditions of an external counteraction. It is mostly observed during frontal movement in the sagittal plane, performance of a swinging element or a counteraction from behind. Standing on an unstable structure (Fig. 2b) and with an external counteraction (Fig. 3a,b) (a rubber rope) provide for a generalized destabilizing effect on the support extremity.

The conditions for use of exercises standing on a hemisphere, in conditions of studied IEMG data on the basis of a set of exercises, developed by us, are as follows (Fig. 2b, Table 1).

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics, testing of the hypothesis

---

**Figure 1.** Positions of the thigh at an angle of 35° and of the lower leg at an angle of 180° (a) and 145° (b).

**Figure 2.** Fragments of a training session with special and preventive exercises for hamstring muscles by IEMG data (on a hemisphere).

**Figure 3.** Fragments of a training session with special and preventive exercises for hamstring muscles by IEMG data (with an external counteraction).
Table 1. Special and preventive exercises in the position “standing on a hemisphere”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>Organizational-methodological recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the left leg; return of a ball by air with the middle part of the bridge of the foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>Alternate performance of the exercise with the right and left leg. Before the jump onto the hemisphere 2-3 quick steps in place are made. Landing onto the hemisphere necessitates flexion of the support leg towards the force of gravity with subsequent extension during performance of the technique. The foot of the flexed support leg is located on the surface of the training machine in its upper marginal area. Performance of the technique is followed with movement backwards at a slack pace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the right leg; return of a ball by air with the middle part of the bridge of the foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>A lateral jump onto a hemisphere on the left leg; return of a ball by air with the middle part of the bridge of the foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>Alternate performance of the exercise with the right and left leg. Before the jump onto the hemisphere 2-3 quick steps in place are made. Landing onto the hemisphere necessitates flexion of the support leg towards the force of gravity with subsequent extension during performance of the technique. The foot of the flexed support leg is located on the surface of the training machine in its upper marginal area. Performance of the technique is followed with movement sideways at a slack pace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>A lateral jump onto a hemisphere on the right leg; return of a ball by air with the middle part of the bridge of the foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the left leg; return of a ball by air with the inner side of the right foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>Alternate performance of the exercise with the right and left leg. Before the jump onto the hemisphere 2-3 quick steps in place are made. Landing onto the hemisphere necessitates flexion of the support leg towards the force of gravity with subsequent extension during performance of the technique. The foot of the flexed support leg is located on the surface of the training machine in its upper marginal area. Performance of the technique is followed with movement backwards at a slack pace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the right leg; return of a ball by air with the inner side of the left foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>A lateral jump onto a hemisphere on the left leg; return of a ball by air with the inner side of the right foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>Alternate performance of the exercise with the right and left leg. Before the jump onto the hemisphere 2-3 quick steps in place are made. Landing onto the hemisphere necessitates flexion of the support leg towards the force of gravity with subsequent extension during performance of the technique. The foot of the flexed support leg is located on the surface of the training machine in its upper marginal area. Performance of the technique is followed with movement sideways at a slack pace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>A lateral jump onto a hemisphere on the right leg; return of a ball by air with the inner side of the left foot.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the left leg; return of a ball by air with the right thigh.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>Alternate performance of the exercise with the right and left leg. Before the jump onto the hemisphere 2-3 quick steps in place are made. Landing onto the hemisphere necessitates flexion of the support leg towards the force of gravity with subsequent extension during performance of the technique. The foot of the flexed support leg is located on the surface of the training machine in its upper marginal area. Performance of the technique is followed with movement backwards at a slack pace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the right leg; return of a ball by air with the left thigh.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the left leg; return of a ball by air with the right thigh.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>Alternate performance of the exercise with the right and left leg. Before the jump onto the hemisphere 2-3 quick steps in place are made. Landing onto the hemisphere necessitates flexion of the support leg towards the force of gravity with subsequent extension during performance of the technique. The foot of the flexed support leg is located on the surface of the training machine in its upper marginal area. Performance of the technique is followed with movement sideways at a slack pace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>A jump onto a hemisphere on the right leg; return of a ball by air with the left thigh.</td>
<td>30''</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
about the kind of distribution, two-way analysis of variance and regression analysis aimed at finding of the optimum position for the extremities were used. The fact that the distribution was normal was checked by Shapiro-Wilk W test. This criterion is realized in some software programs, namely OriginPro, which was used at this stage of our study.

**Results**

Our analysis of IEMG of HM revealed a dependence of manifestations of muscle contraction upon the relationship between the hip and knee joints. When the angle of thigh flexion was 35°, the angle of MBA manifestation in HM was 145° (Fig. 2b). After a change in the angle of the thigh position by 35° the lower leg position also changed by 35 degrees for manifesting MBA. When the trunk and thigh were in the same plane, manifestation of MBA was with the lower leg angle of 180°.

In the exercise “knee flexion in prone position” we observed uniform distribution of bioelectrical activity on HM (Fig. 4).

A visually asymmetrical change in the amplitude of curves can be observed, when a flexed knee rotates outwardly or inwardly.

In compliance with the conclusion of two-way dispersion analysis we constructed a polynomial regression model of the third order. A smaller polynomial order produced a significant scatter of theoretical and experimental data (Fig. 5).

The regression equations gave us the optimum angles, which corresponded to the maximum values of the studied parameters.

The positions, studied by us, are those of the largest overlaying of actin-myosin filaments in a sarcomere with MBA. We assume that it is these positions that are positions of the “length of rest” for HM [10, 11].

We also determined redistribution of bioelectrical activity of HM in outward or inward...
rotation of the knee. Supination increased contractile manifestations of m. biceps femoris with their similar decrease in m. semitendinosus and m. semimebranosus (Fig. 6). Pronation increased contractile manifestations of m. semitendinosus and m. semimebranosus with their similar decrease in m. biceps femoris.

**Discussion**

Performance of all specific movements is in direct relationship with spatial transfer of extremity segments. A well-defined biomechanical structure is envisaged in the organization of contraction of some or another muscle [8, 9, 20, 21, 22]. All specific movements, whose structure includes flexion-extension of segments of the lower extremities, provide for movement in the sagittal plane, abduction-adduction in the frontal plane or other ones parallel to them [3]. It is possible to isolate several basic movements used by football players during their training and competitive processes [3, 14, 17]. These movements are as follows: knee flexion (it engages HM and lower leg muscles during a frontal body movement in the sagittal plane), ankle plantar flexion (with a straight leg) as a basic element during a frontal movement, etc. [3]. We would like to note the preventive content of the set of exercises, suggested by us. Its structure provides position for the maximum realization of contractile abilities by the muscles in conditions, which resemble competitive activity. The use of unstable structures as an additional factor, which disorganizes the basic movement, will involve into contraction several areas of muscles [3, 8]. These are both basic-muscles, which make counteraction, and small ones, which are responsible for "fine" regulation of the basic movement. Harmonious development of all muscle areas, engaged into a specific movement act contains more than only a preventive component [15]. Optimization of technical skills of qualified football players is a significant factor [1, 23, 24, 25].

Performance of technical elements such as a pass, a kick of a ball, a transfer with a sudden change of direction, etc., satisfies the limits determined by us. In case of our study the priority consisted in the choice of exercises, where HM could manifest their "positional activity" [11]. This fact confirms Zatsiorsky’s theory about a change of strength abilities of the muscle in retraction and maximum extension of the motor area [11] with a complex combination in exercises with engagement of "deep layer" muscles, which will have preventive content [26].

These exercises are in the same plane of regulation and serve as a contextual continuation of FIFA Medical Assessment and Research Centre (F-MARC) “FIFA 11+” sets of exercises “Strength, coordination, balance” [27]. They were updated by us and today their structure unites several blocks of exercises with an asymmetric direction in different planes. The presence of an additional destabilizing component (a hemisphere, an unstable platform, etc.) is an important component. We suggest using the above sets of exercises during the basic period of training, general preparatory and special preparatory stages of the preparatory period and in the structure of the competitive period as an element of the preparatory part of training.

We would like to emphasize existence of direct relations between competitive activity components and dynamics of movement of lower extremity segments during use of special and preventive exercises [3]. The higher is the level of development of physical qualities, the more abilities for perfect mastering of the technique and its realization exist. The higher is the technique, the better physical and other qualities are realized [8, 9, 28, 29]. Our above revealed positions and movements of kinematic links correspond to the structure of competitive activity of professional football players and everyday human activity.

The movement of a kinematic link in the exercise “knee flexion in prone position” for HM was not systematized before from the position of contractile ability. Only muscle function with respect to the direction of movement was examined [3]. The scientific-methodological component of the aspect of load redistribution on the area, which contracts, was optimized.

Kendall et al. [6] examine the exercise for HM,
studied by us, from the position of a diagnostic attempt, where the foot is in the plane parallel to the sagittal one.

The redistribution of bioelectrical activity of HM depending upon rotation of the lower leg, which we revealed, will optimize components for carrying out muscular-fascial testing. This will also make it possible to qualitatively regulate conditions of a local physical effect on the area of contraction in functional imbalance [30, 31].

Conclusions
The research results show the necessity of the following:
- to use the revealed positions for manifestation of MBA of HM in the training process of experienced football players;
- to aim for symmetrical relationships of adjacent angles “thigh-trunk” and “lower leg-thigh” in special exercises with standing;
- to maintain the coaxial position of the lower extremities and trunk in special exercises “rear lying”;
- to regulate load redistribution on HM with the inward or outward rotation of the knee;
- to use redistribution of contractile abilities of HM depending upon rotation of the knee in the block of muscular-fascial testing.

Prospects of further studies consist in conducting force-measuring studies in proper positions. Redistribution of the contractile influence on HM depending upon rotation of the knee necessitates further studies.
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